
Chapter 6DEPARTMENT OF SPACEPHYSICS6.1 STAFF6.1.1 Scienti�c sta�Anna Antalov�a, J�an Bal�a�z, Ladislav Just,Karel Kudela, Mari�an Slivka6.1.2 PhD studentsPavol Bobik (PF UPJS), Radoslav Bu�c��k (TUZvolen). Their PhD theses are lead by DSP.6.1.3 Technical sta�Vladim��r Koll�ar, Igor Strh�arsky, Ronald Langer,Jana �Stetiarov�a, Samuel �Stef�anik, Viera �Strbinov�a,Anna Tomi�cov�a6.2 SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITY6.2.1 IntroductionDepartment of Space Physics (DSP) is one of theoldest departments of the Institute. The research isoriented to the experimental study of energetic parti-cles in space based on measurements from the satel-lites (1) as well as of cosmic rays measured with theground based instruments (2). Both types of studiesare devoted mainly to the obtaining relevant infor-mations on the physical processes within the magne-tosphere of the Earth in the heliosphere. In addition,heavy nuclei interactions are studied too.6.2.2 ProjectsProject of Slovak Scienti�c Agency VEGAG{1353 Sounding of the magnetosphere by ener-getic particles (1995-1997)

G{5137 Energetic Particles in Space: Dynamics ofMagnetospheric and Heliospheric Fluxes (start-ing from 1998)Principal investigator: K. KudelaThe sta� is participating also in other projectsof VEGA lead by other institutions.6.3 RESULTS6.3.1 Cosmic Ray Dynamics at Neu-tron Monitor Energies andabove.Neutron monitor at Lomnicky stit is providing con-tinual measurements of secondary nucleon compo-nent. The data collection, barometric pressure cor-rection, archiving, continuous "in situ" checking ofthe measurements and upgrading the electronics isroutinely done by the group of technicians in HighTatras ( V.Koll�ar, R. Langer, S.�Stef�anik and recentlyalso by I. Strh�arsky). The data are produced with1 minute resolution. High count rate, related to theunique measurement place (2634 m altitude) is al-lowing to perform studies of the cosmic ray vari-ability of small amplitudes. The review graphs of1 month measurements together with the geomag-netic activity indices and interplanetary magnetic�eld are prepared by P.Bobik. The studies of so-lar ground level events, as well as long term cosmicray investigations, are based on existing measure-ments. Recently a new registration electronic sys-tem for neutron supermonitor located on Lomnickystit observatory have been designed by I. Strh�arskyand colleagues. Finalization is in progress.Cosmic ray data, obtained from numerous stationson the ground of the Earth and from undergroundmeasurements (higher energies), including in partic-ular also those of neutron monitor at Lomnicky stit,provide a large data set for examining the properties7



8 BIENNIAL REPORT 1997{98of cosmic ray time series at various primary rigidi-ties and covering periods corresponding to di�erentsolar activity levels. The rapporteur talk [1] summa-rized the recent progress and present knowledge ofthe selected items of quasiperiodic variations of cos-mic rays and of energetic particle research relevantto the studies of terrestrial environment.In addition to the fractal dimension estimates ofcosmic ray time series we described in the preceed-ing period, the correlation dimension of the timeseries of primaries about 145 GV rigidity was ob-tained jointly with the group of Shinshu UniversityCosmic Ray Group recently [2]. The inuence ofthe diurnal variation [4] and high level white noiseto the signal [3] was checked, in the same collabo-ration. The �rst experience with the description ofcosmic ray time series based on wavelet transform,was obtained. The application of the method onthe long term, stable measurement (Misato, Japan,underground muon telescope, 1975-1994) has shownthe di�erent behaviour of the small scale temporalvariability (2 hours) and larger one (> 16 hours) ifcompared with the solar activity level.The relevance of cosmic ray time series for even-tual prediction of the nonstationary physical pro-cesses with impact of near Earth surrounding hasbeen checked with using Lomnicky stit data [5,6].Statistical type of studies performed here is accom-plishing the single e�ect detailed analysis illustrat-ing the increase of variability on a single neutronmonitor before the disturbance as a consequence ofincreasing the cosmic ray anisotropy (Bieber andEvenson, GRL, 25, p.2955-2958, 1998). Thus it isreasonable to check the possibility of using the cos-mic ray time series as one of the parameters of ANN(arti�cial neural network) and/or FNN (fuzzy neu-ral network) for predictions of geomagnetic storms.Such approaches were used in the collaboration withPF UPJS recently on the data sets describing theplasma and magnetic �eld structures near the Earth[7,8,9].It was found that the short term periodic varia-tions of secondary cosmic rays in the Brazil magneticanomaly region, observed by a series of balloons inthat region, may be caused by the pulsating charac-ter of "screening" of primaries by the magnetosphere[10]. In addition to the periodic variation of the alti-tude of mirror points of trapped radiation suggestedearlier as an explantion for the observed secondaryvariations, the variability of transparency of mag-netosphere provides another possibility. Indeed theperiodicities are observed also in Lomnicky stit NMmeasurements.The structure of forbidden and allowed rigidi-ties for Lomnicky stit and Rome stations has been

computed for various levels of geomagnetic activ-ity decribed by the Kp index and using the com-bined IGRF (internal) and Tsyganenko 89 (exter-nal) model of the �eld. While the seasonal cosmicray variation is not signi�cant at these positions, theamplitude of the diurnal variation for the quiet timeand most disturbed one (Kp > 6) is di�ering byfew tenths up to one per cent, assuming also theresponse (yield) function and the e�ect of the atmo-sphere [11,12].Soft X-ray parameters, derived from Solar Ra-diation satellite measurements, were used to anal-yse, on daily basis, their relationship with galac-tic cosmic ray (GCR) modulation and geomagneticstorms. Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are a prin-cipal heliospherical phenomenon, which implies acause-e�ect relationship between the interplanetaryshocks responsible for GCR-modulation as well asgeomagnetic storms. The main di�culty in inves-tigating the solar origin of the nonrecurrent helio-spherical shocks arises from the fact that the plasmaclouds ejected by the Sun are, in general, observablewith the coronographs only when they occur near thelimb of the Sun. Thus, the detection of CMEs on thedisk must rely on some proxy parameter. One of themost convenient appears to be the intensity of the so-lar soft X-ray are emission, and in particular thosecalled Long Duration Events (LDEs).The analysis ofsoft X-ray data yields the following results: We in-vestigate [13] the role of the coronal mass ejections(by using soft X-ray solar emission as proxy data)in producing the nonrecurrent geomagnetic stormsin the period 1969-1974. The linkage between thesephenomena is con�rmed however, in turns out thatCMEs associated with chromospheric ares, accom-panied by type IV radio emission, are the most e�ec-tive in perturbing the geomagnetic �eld. From themultivariate daily sequence analyses of GCR/SolarX-Ray Parameters [14] it was found that extremevalues of the cross-correlation functions (on dailybasis) remain less than 0.5. The periods in whichthese values are signi�cant correspond to the ones inwhich large-scale activity phenomena occur on theSun (in 1970.5-1971.5 and 1972 years). We exam-ine the short-term variability of GCR records, fromtwo neutron monitors with di�erent cut{o� rigidi-ties, namely Calgary (CA) and Lomnicky stit in1968{1996 years. As for the LDE are index, thenew consecutive daily sequences were calculated onthe daily basis [15-18]. The autocorrelation analysis[19] of the SXR solar parameters (XBG and LDE)clearly shows, that the behavior of the medium-termX-corona (i.e. within a 27-day synodic solar ro-tation) depends on the solar cycle phase. Instead,on a short-term scale (1 day) this dependence exists



DEPARTMENT OF SPACE PHYSICS 9only for the X-aring corona, with the X-backgroundnearly stable from the maximum to the minimum ac-tivity phases.collected by K. Kudela and A. Antalov�a6.3.2 Medium Energy particleswithin the Magnetosphere andnear its Boundaries.Populations of particles with the energies well belowthat of cosmic rays and well above the solar wind(from few tens of keV up to several MeV) are system-atically studied by the DSP in last few years. Theanalysis of the obtained data from both low altitudeand high apogee satellites, as well as developmentand construction of new instruments for the futurestudies have been carried out during last two years.The Interball project was realized by launch oftwo satellites (Interball-1, Interball-2) and two cor-responding subsatellites (Magion 4 and Magion 5) in1995 and 1996, respectively. The measurements withDOK2/DOKS instruments provided large amountof data on energy spectra and angular distributionof energetic particles in the outer magnetosphere,in the geomagnetic tail, within the magnetosheathand in the region upstream of the bow shock. Theamount of the data (for Interball-1 now more thanthree years partly covered by DOK2, [33,34]) re-quired large e�ort in data processing and archiv-ing (done especially by M.Slivka and J. �Stetiarov�a).The data processing contains the separation of theframe modes (time pro�les and energy spectra ofelectrons and protons), and merging the particleux data with the time, satellite position, IMF vec-tor, geometry of connection to the bow shock (inthe region upstream of the bow shock), orientationand pitch angles of single detectors. These worksare in progress. For reviewing the data as well asfor the multi-instrument and multi-satellite studiesthe review pictures are constructed. The compar-ison of two point measurements of energetic parti-cles in wide energy range (Interball 1 and Magion 4)have con�rmed the result found by us earlier on thedata from Prognoz-10 [26]. The statistical studies ofthe ion and electron ux within the magnetosheathbased on Prognoz-10 and Interball 1 measurementshave indicated that energy spectra of the particlesclose to the magnetopause are harder than thosedeep in that region [43]. The streaming of ions dawn-ward and duskward close to the magnetopause is notshowing any clear pattern in (ZY) GSE plane. Thisis consistent with suggestion of patchy structure ofmerging at the magnetopause and with the leakage

of magnetospheric particles to magnetosheath. Theuxes of energetic ions at Interball 1 upstream fromthe bow shock for the positions of the satellite notconnected to the bow shock along the �eld line (sim-pli�ed assumption of the �eld line as a straight line)are providing the upper limit to the quiet time uxesin the heliosphere studied in detail [27]. Several par-ticular results have been presented at the NATO Ad-vances Research Workshop "Coordinated Studies ofthe Solar Wind-Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Interac-tion: Interball observations" held in Kosice, Septem-ber 7 - 11, 1998. The abstracts of 7 papers with ourcoauthorship are in the abstract booklet.Low altitude measurements with use of SPE1 in-strument onboard the Active satellite have shownstrong, short duration (few tenths of second) pulsa-tions of electrons precipitating to the atmosphere.The patterns of these pulsations in subauroral andauroral regions have been described in [22,24,25].Both pitch angle and energy di�usion is deducedfrom them. The pulsations are found in the regionswith enhanced intensity of VLF emissions havingalso spiky character.For the low altitude satellite COMPASS (checkingthe eventual precursors of the earthquake activity inmagnetospheric data at low altitudes) the monitorof energetic particles MEP-1 [31] using the silicondetectors and highly exible system of data record-ing has been developed in the cooperation with IEPRAS Moscow and UNICAMP Campinas. The tech-nical group of the DSP developed and �nalized pro-grammable particle spectrometer MEP-1 [28,29] forthis satellite. The ight model of the MEP-1 is readyfor the launch.Some theoretical and practical methods and toolswere developed for system identi�cation of par-ticle registration devices (geometrical factor, 3D-anisotropy ) and for study of system dynamic be-haviour by programmable stochastic photostimula-tion [30].The distribution of gamma ray ux based on thewhole set of available data from CORONAS-I (ex-periment SONG) was obtained in geographic coordi-nates showing the strong increase in the brazil mag-netic anomaly region [32].collected by K. Kudela, M. Slivka and J.Bal�a�z6.3.3 Fragmentation of RelativisticNuclei in Nuclear EmulsionThe knowledge of fragmentation parameters in nu-clear collisions is important in particular for the un-derstanding of the composition of cosmic rays in its



10 BIENNIAL REPORT 1997{98sources, for the transport as well as for studies ofgalactic cosmic ray exposure behind the shieldingin space ights. Recently the interactions of 84Krat energy 0.95 GeV/nucl. with nuclear photoemul-sion have been studied. The bounce-o� e�ect of pri-mary nuclei fragments were con�rmed using the az-imuthal correlation function method. The magni-tude of this e�ect depends on the impact parameterof interacting nuclei. This e�ect is independent onthe magnitude of primary energy in the region up to2 GeV/nucl. [35,41].The angular distribution of projectile-associatedHe fragment from Pb induced reactions on station-ary Pb target at 158 A GeV/c has been studied.Two emission components are appearing in the pro-jected angular spectra of the He particles [36]. Thecharge distribution of relativistic nuclei fragmenting(with Z> 2) of 197Au nuclei at 10.7 GeV/nucl. hasbeen measured. With the help of moments of thesedistributions research, we found out the asymptoticbehavior of fragmentation's parameters for the pe-ripherical collisions of 197Au nuclei in emulsion. [39].With the help of transverse-momentum of rel-ativistic fragments of primary nuclei study whereregistrated collisions with Ag(Br) nuclei at energy10.7 GeV/nuc. Its correlation with the emission oftarget nuclei fragmet were studied too [40]. Weobserved found out large cross section for �ssionAu+Emul. in comparison with published. Af-ter this analysis could calculate the �ssion yieldsof Au nuclei on di�erent nuclear targets. The �s-sion yield for Au+H is YH=0.041�0:025, in agree-ment with the value obtained from the p+Au inwide range energies. For the interactions on theCNO group we obtained YCNO=0.026�0:018 andfor AgBr YAgBr=(5.14�2:6) � 10 �3. [42] The re-sults obtained in the EMU01 collaboration includethe coauthors from Armenia, Australia, China, Ger-many, India, Kazakhstan, Russia, Slovakia, Sweden,USA, Uzbekistan.collected by L. Just6.4 SELECTED PAPERS1. Kudela K., Quasiperiodic Variations and Ter-restrial Environment, Rapporteur paper, in vol.8 of the 25th ICRC, Durban, S.Africa, p. 175 -192, World Scienti�c Co. Pte. Ltd., Singapore-New Jersey-London-Hong Kong, ed. M.S. Pot-gieter, B.C. Raubenheimer, D. J. van der Walt,19982. Yasue S., K. Munakata, T. Shiozawa, A.Ogi,
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